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Introduction 
Gucci, a leading worldwide brand well known for its classic luxury pieces, has recently 

decided to take a new creative approach towards fashion. Beginning in January 2015, Gucci 
appointed Italian fashion designer Alessandro Michele to be the creative designer responsible for 
Gucci’s brand image and all of their fashion campaigns (Digiday). Since then, Michele has been 
reinventing Gucci’s brand image to be innovative, influential, and progressive. Gucci’s new 
brand approach has proven to redefine 21st century luxury while maintaining its classical italian 
roots. This new creative approach is specifically seen in 2017 #TFWGucci campaign (That 
Feeling When Gucci), in which Gucci unveiled their Le Marché des Merveilles collection of 
watches in the form of memes throughout their social platforms. This series combined classy 
memes composed of glossy candids and illustrations with watches from the new collection along 
with watch-themes captions. Considering Gucci’s continuously increasing revenues, it seems that 
the only particular goal of this campaign was to continue its relentless contemporary bold streak.  
 
Target Audience:  

With most upscale luxury brands, the target audience tends to predominantly be 
composed of wealthy high end consumers. However, with Gucci’s new contemporary vision, and 
eclectic rebranding, Gucci is now appealing to a “broader and increasingly diverse clientele” 
according to Kering; its owning group. Based off this digital #TFWGucci campaign and its 
distribution of quirky/funny memes, it is safe to assume that the new target audience is 
particularly young and tech savvy. Since the #TFWGucci campaign introduced their Le Marché 
des Merveilles collection of watches solely through memes posted on their social media 
accounts, and on their website, this campaign particularly seemed to target millenials who are 
active on social media; specifically instagram.  

With this in mind, this new target audience seems to be an appropriate move considering 
their rebranding. Gucci has already established itself as a major luxury fashion powerhouse with 
loyal consumers around the world, and this campaign would begin to target a broader 
demographic who appreciate internet culture. In a company statement Gucci stated, “The final 
memes are the result of a two-way or three-way collaboration and once more demonstrate 
Alessandro Michele's desire to engage with a wider creative community than that which 
traditionally locates around the world of fashion” (Reed, 2017).  
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Research:  
Given their intended target audience, it seems that Gucci’s strategy wasn’t necessarily 

intended to correlate directly with sales, and particularly not correlated with research. Watches 
from the Le Marché des Merveilles cost around $790 each, and it seems highly unlikely that 
many ‘youngsters’ besides the very well off, will spring for these products (Beltrone, 2017). 
Instead, the #TFWGucci campaign seems to poke fun at the ridiculousness of luxury fashion and 
its over-the-top antics; even if it’s just to respond to the haters with a mild admission of absurdity 
(Reed, 2017). Although it doesn’t seem that research was done on whether the audience would 
appreciate the campaign, research on what outlet to use and what curators to hire was 
presumably conducted. In the past year or so, memes have been dominating the net, via social 
platforms such as facebook, twitter, and (especially) instagram. Presumably aware of that, 
Alessandro Michele tapped into that market of internet culture and incorporated the luxury world 
of fashion into ‘relatable’ cheesy scenarios in a remarkably daring approach. 

Since this campaign targeted millennials, Michele made sure to curate international viral 
artists on instagram and twitter to create original memes that would reminisce with the audience 
using #ThatFeelingWhenGucci as a guide. Some of these artists included instagram famous 
meme-makers like @beigecardigan, @cabagecatmemes, @youvegotnomale and @williamcult, 
that are heavily followed among millennials (Gucci, 2017). The final results of the campaign 
included memes with captions like “When he buys you flowers instead of a Gucci watch” and 
“When he gets mad at you for being 3 hours late but you’re too fire to deal with that kind of 
attitude” followed by an aesthetically pleasing picture featuring a watch from the the Le Marché 
des Merveilles collection.  
 
Objectives:  

With the steady growth in sales and revenue since 2015, it seems that the Gucci’s main 
objective was to continue its eclectic and spontaneous collection and maintain its strong growth 
and eccentric reputation. After a stall in sales growth in 2014, Gucci started to rebrand 
themselves starting with the appointment of Alessandro Michele as the new creative director. 
Since then, Gucci saw a return to growth in 2015 and a 12.3% revenue increase in 2016 (Kering, 
2016). With the steady growth under Alessandro Michele’s reign, Gucci seems to set no creative 
boundaries.  

Specifically with the #TFWGucci memes collection, one hypothetical objective would 
have been to gain publicity and attention from the campaign while also stirring up controversy. 
In order to maximize the buzz received, one tactic would have been to ask followers and 
consumers to create their own memes and share it on social media with #TFWGucci for a chance 
to win a watch from the Le Marché des Merveilles collection and be featured in the campaign. 
This would be measure by how many people use #TFWGucci and how many notable news 
sources pick up on the new campaign. Another hypothetical objective would be to gain over 
twenty million insights cumulatively from all meme posts, and increase online drive to the Gucci  
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website by eight percent. This would be measured through social media and website analytics.  
 
Messages:  

The media coverage of the #TFWGucci campaign went viral, the majority of online 
magazines and news sourced picked it up ranging from Vogue to AdWeek to rising bloggers. 
Harpers Bazaar praised Gucci for having a sense of humor with an article titled “High Fashion 
Memes Are Now A Thing Thanks To Gucci” (Fisher, 2017), while Elle magazine wrote 
“#TFWGucci meme campaign gives us life” (Khoo, 2017). Many other noteworthy online 
magazines such as WMagazine, Refinery29, High Snob Society, VMagazine, Fashionista, and 
Oyster all wrote articles raving about #TFWGucci memes.  

Ultimately, the message that Gucci was trying to convey was that it’s more than just a 
luxurious powerhouse but also a bold brand that isn’t afraid to take risks. Gucci wanted to 
resonate with a broader millennial audience and have fun with the elitist ‘snobbish’ reputation 
that comes along with owning luxurious designer products. It not only wanted to sell a product, 
but the overall unique experience that comes along with it (Maksic, 2017).  

Regardless of whether or not consumers agreed with the campaign, there’s no arguing its 
blatant success. Reactions to the campaign, which ranged from delight to ridicule and harsh 
criticism, exploded and was found all over the internet; everyone knew about it. It was the first 
time such a high end fashion brand has done something so bold as announcing a new collection 
through social media memes. Overall, this campaign did seem to resonate with its target 
audience, and this is widely seen throughout the great press coverage written online by so many 
trustworthy fashion sources. Although not very clear, the essential call to action is assumed to be 
to purchase watches from the Le Marché des Merveilles collection and/or follow Gucci on social 
media.  
 
Planning:  

Overall the strategies of the campaign involved taking luxury fashion and turning it into 
21st century ‘art’ through social media distribution outlets. The objectives were to be met based 
off of sales from the collection, social media insights, and overall responses to the campaign. A 
hypothetical strategy would have been to track which meme posts were most engaging among 
the target audience and showcase more on that. Additionally, keeping track of the overall 
campaign attention and leveraging in comparison to past campaigns would also be an ideal 
strategy.  

The four main tactics of this campaign was to develop a bold contemporary idea that no 
luxury fashion house has ever done, pitch the concept to well known meme curators, create 
original content with those artists, and lastly broadcast those creations on owned social media 
platforms. Furthermore, this campaign was all made and distributed throughout owned online 
media platforms, which conclusively lead to earned media with all of its earned media attention. 
The only elements that were used in this campaign were memes, and the only channels used to 
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distribute were Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, and the Gucci website. The only elements that 
were missing would be a possible press received page with quotes and links to article 
publications. Besides a  were no interactive elements in this campaign, but an interactive make 
your own meme section could be a possible extension of the campaign for a future collection.  
 
Evaluation:  

In 2017 Gucci had one of its most spectacular years, the house outperformed the market 
topping the six billion euro for the first time (Kering, 2018). Yet, in more specific details, the 
five day #TFWGucci campaign began in March 17th and ended on March 21st, making it a part 
of the first quarter of 2017. In perspective to that, first quarter Gucci revenues for 2017 were up 
by 31.6% in comparison to 2016. Although that increase in revenue can’t directly be tied to this 
campaign, it proves that it was definitely not a failed attempt. In addition, Gucci online sales 
soared by more than 80% (Kering, 2018). In addition to the increase in revenues, according to a 
social media assessment board done by Dash Hudson of all 30 published memes on instagram, 
the campaign had a total reach of over 120 million and the average engagement rate was .5% 
which is higher than total average of .41% (Hudson, 2017). This means that in just five days, the 
Gucci meme campaign outperformed all their other content.  

Ultimately, the campaign was a success and was able to communicate effectively with its 
target audience. It created a large buzz around, what would have been a basic collection of 
watches, and was able to stir up some controversy over it as well. It took advantage of its large 
following on social media and created a modern 21st century approach to spreading the word. It 
reached a massive amount of impressions, continued Gucci’s revenue growth streak, and 
strengthened its reputation as a bold contemporary brand. The only thing that could have 
possible been added was to reach out to the public and get a consumer made meme.  
 

#TFW Meme Examples 
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